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Aslung Ecocritical Questions 

As an ecocdtically minded teacher of literature, I begin with the premise 
that the enviro~lment matters. Then, borrowing tactics from many kinds 
of criticism, I ask all sorts of questions about the texts I read, and I teach 
my students to do the same. 

Of course all questions are not equally productive: some dead-end 
quickly, some evaporate into the vast spaces of speculation; some are not 
really questions at all but are disguised as arguments, rants, or emotional 
reactions; some require information that is hard to come by in a classroom; 
some are too easy. So it matters how questions are constructed, how we 
ask them, how we teach students to develop their own. If questions are 
carefully handled, I have learned, even the simplest ones will open up into 
layered mazes of complications-and into unexpected illuminations. 

What I offer here is a sample set of the questiolls I explore with my 
classes on the literature of nature and the environment. Some of these 
questions are what I see as necessary basics; others open into current eco- 
critical issues. Because all questions (and their lcey terms) can and should 
be qualified, modified, and elaborated for specific texts and contexts, and 
because when they are asked about particular texts they expand quickly, 
in this essay I have simplified them and made them generic, though I 
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haye occ~sionally gestured toward well-known and potentially productive 
csan~ples. With a little coaching and thougl~tful, talkative students at any 
so l l e~eor graduate level, each paragraph below can easily fill a class period 
'111d provoke several tern1 papers. 

Beginning with the Text 

111 recent years I have found kyself returning to the classic formalist ques- 
tions about character, plot, point of view, imagery, theme, and so forth. 
Thcse simple but potentially incisive questions call cut equally well through 
the snzooth and nearly i~lvisible surface of a book like Aldo Leo-pold's Sand 
C O I L F I ~  tlle charismatic sllield of a book like Edward Abbey's AL~~LZIZLZC, 
Dcsc1.t Solitaire, and the challenging co~nplexities of something like Henry 
David Thoreau's Walden. They are tools that help students grasp the basic 
structure and ideas of tests and also what the writer might have wanted to 
accomplish-two things I think it is important to consider from the start. 

What h l d  of character is the pel-son or narrator whose "voice" we 
are "hearing" as we read? What is this voice like? What kinds of sentence 
structures, words, images does the spealzer use? What is his or her rhe- 
torical stance? (Abbey's stance in Dese~et Solitaire is very different from 
Rachel Carson's in Silent Sp~ing: but exactly how, and so what?) What 
is the primary grammatic,al point of view, and does it change? How is 
this technical choice connected to  the conceptual (or perceptual) point 
of \riew? Antl~ropologists often act as participant observers, a concept that 
fits much environmental literature. Is the narrator an outsider-observer, an 
i~lsider-participant,or both? In what proportions? (Compare Columbus 
wit11 Lewis and Clark: where do they observe? where do they participate!) 
Does the narrator's co~lceptual point of view change through tlle text? 

What other characters are importa~lt? Are some of them nonhuman, 
even inanimate? Is the setting a character, and, if so, how? Can a rock be a 
character? Can a blizzard? Can a farn~? HOWabout Walden Pond? the Mis- 
souri River, the Mississippi, the Colorado? Ho\v does each character add 
to the tcst? HOW does the narrator relate to  these characters? How does 
the narrator filter \vIlat we learn about other characters? 

How are animal cl~aracters perceived, described, and valued? As stimulus-
respolue machines? As products of evolution, fighting to survive? As objects 
of our scientific inquiry? As servants to humans, or as imitation humans? 
Docs thc author personify or ant1~ropomorpl~ize animals? With what 
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purposes and results? Does the text see animals as beings equal in value to 
humans, partly like us and partly different-partly mysterious? Consider 
Abbey's dancing snakes, John Muir's dog Stickeen, Barry Lopez's wolves 
or polar bear, Diane Ackerman's bats and penguins: how do these authors 
talk about these animals, why, and to  what effects? 

What is the basic structure of the text? Is it an almanac, journal, journey, 
rant, quest, physical or mental exploration, jeremiad, meditation, some- 
thing else? Compare Leopold's al~nanac with the winter-to-winter time 
frame of Annie Dillard's Pzbrim a t  Tinker Creek or WaLden's summer 
through spring: their structures are similar but not the same, and their 
differences are interesting. What if we think about Meriwether Lewis's 
and William Clark's journals as a quest narrative? And what about a more 
complicated book like Terry Tempest Willianls's Red or Dillard's For the 
Time Be in~?  

How many plots are there? Can we distinguish, say, an event plot (what 
happens when), a telling plot (how the story unfolds), and a thematic plot 
(so what?)? Are there layers of plots? Is there a story behind the story? Do 
the climaxes of all the plots coincide? If not, why? If the text has chapters 
or subsections, how are they related to  each other and to the plot? Does 
each part have its own plot, or are they, rather, installments in a book-long 
plot, or both? Is there an exterior plot and an interior plot, a physical one 
in the landscape, a second emotional or conceptual one in the narrator's 
mind? If so, does one direct the other? How else are they related? 

Thinking about the Landscape 

Environmental literature typically (or perhaps by definition) foregrounds 
the landscape, and ecocritics typically do the same thing in any text we 
read: that is, we assume at least as a hypothesis that places operate as more 
than just background settings and sources of imagery. When we consider 
the land itself as a critical factor, we most clearly distinguish ecocriticism 
from other current modes of literary study, but we also share with other 
current critical approaches an interest in human cultural, social, and politi- 
cal issues. These subjects are extremely difficult to separate, of course, and 
there are often excellent reasons not to try. 

What kinds of nature and environment are of interest in this text? 
How does the author define these terms (explicitly or i~nplicitly), and how 
usehl are these definitions? What lunds of landscapes (wild, agricultural, 
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toxic, restored, domestic, urban, suburban, feral, garden, etc.) are impor- 
tant, and how? (Contrast the desert wilderness of Red with the urban 
alleys of Robert Sullivan's Rats, the woodlot retreat of Walden with Leo- 
pold's farm.) What are the text's attitudes toward these landscapes? D o  
thcse attitudes challenge those held by the larger culture at the time the 
test was written? Now? 

Howl intimately, how thoroughly, and in what ways does the author- 
narrator know these places? How many lunds of lenses are used to look at 
a place? How i~lvolved are the author-narrator's body, senses, imagination, 
heart, memory, curiosity, intellect, passion? 

How aware is the author of the other living things in this place and how 
they relate to one another? How much does she or he think about what is not 
visible to a human observer, at this time? Is the human history of this place 
considered? Its environmental history? How it is (and has been) linked to 
other places through commerce, politics, ecology? Disturbing things about 
the place, such as pollutants and extinction? How the place has changed, 
recently and over deep time? What relations are visible in tlus text among 
the local, regional, and global? Are these categories understood in terms of 
bioregions, human cultures, political boundaries, watersheds, economics, 
ecosystems, worldwide forces (like climate change), something else? 

What knds  of scientific information are present? How are facts framed 
and used? What scientific assumptiolls and models underlie them? What 
understanding of issues like evolution, environmental change, ecological 
relations, and so forth? How much faith in science is visible? How much 
is the infor~llatio~l provided by science integrated with cultural informa- 
tion? What kinds of research has the author done? How much scientific 
1iterac)~--or knowledge of the history of the natural sciences-do we need 
to be good readers of this text? What different things sl~ould we know to 
read Willia~ll Bartra~n and David Quammen, and what is it like to read 
Bartram fi-on1 the time of Quammen? 

How might we describe the text's envirollrne~ltal politics? Is the 
author-narrator an enviro~lmental fundamentalist or  a relativist? Is he nos- 
talgic for so~llethillg that has been lost? If so, is that nostalgia sentimental 
or robust? What is her attitude toward contempor~ry life-globalization, 
~llulti~latio~lalcorporations, sport-utility vehicles, virtual reality, shopping 
malls, agribusiness, consunler capitalism, other forces and issues of our 
time? If the test is older, what is its attitude toward the comparable issues 
of its own time? Is the text subversive or resistant to dominant forces and 
patterns? What alternatives does its response suggest? 
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When human desires (for jobs; mobility; prosperity; children; moving 
to richer, safer countries) conflict with other environmental values, how 
does the author-narrator choose? How concerned is the text with climate 
change, species extinction, habitat loss, toxic pollutants, resource deple- 
tion, population increase, warfare, desertification, disease, hunger, and so 
forth? What kinds of solutions does the text offer, if any? Are these solu- 
tions nostalgic? Misanthropic? Idealistic? What are their conceptual and 
practical implications? Is the author or the text activist? How? Compare 
Thoreau with Carson or with Rick Bass: what kinds ofpolitics and activism 
does each enact? 

What seem to  be the author's religious, spiritual, moral, and ethical 
values, beliefs, and emotiolls? Does she or he regard the land (all or just 
parts?) as sacred, and, if so, how might we describe that vision of sacred- 
ness and its cultural contexts? Does the text use religious language or refer 
to specific religious beliefs or stories? (Dillard, Williams, and Gary Snyder 
speak overtly about religious ideas; how do their investigations compare 
with the ethical questions asked by Leopold or Kathleen Dean Moore?) 
How does the author understand the human position on the planet, our 
responsibilities to  the rest of its occupants? What vision of happiness, hl-
fillmcnt, or a good life does the text offer? (Think about the zest for life 
that is so evident in Thoreau's and Muir's books. What is its source?) 
What balance does the text offer between prohibitions (don't do  this) and 
encouragements (do this)? 

In what ways does the text deal with human cultural issues of identity, 
race, ethnicity, class, gender, sexuality, power, justice, and so on? Are race 
and ethnicity foregrounded, or not? Is this author conscious of the effects 

' of his or her ethnic, racial, and class positions and their cultural histories? 
Does the author accept or resist these effects? Does the author's gender 

: and sexual orientation affect the text? (How should we read Abbey's com- 
ments about women?) Does the text have anything to say about mas- 
culinity or femininity, about gender and sexual identity, perception, and 
behavior? (Compare Gretchen Legler's ALL the Po~verfuL InvisibLe Things 

I 
with Williams's Red.) What human power relations are evident, either 

I' present or  past? Are some of them colonial or imperialistic? A-e they eco- 

i nomic, or class-based? What is the stance of the text toward these topics? 
ji 

i 
With these issues, does the text seem to be retrograde, old-fashioned, 

i conventional, progressive, inventive, quirky? What connections does the 

[ text make or suggest between these human issues and the land, or between 
these issues and human relationships with the land? Is identity conceived 
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about this "world question." I find that our discussions stay much more 
focused and that we do end up talking about the world issues anyway, just 
indirectly. I think often of an article I once read that suggested metaphors 
for kinds of class discussions. Some discussions, this article said, are like 
body-building or beauty contests, with each student parading his or her 
ideas before the rest of the class, whose job it is to admire and judge. 
Some are like wrestling matches, in which the best argument pins the 
weaker ones to the mat. And some are like barn raisings and quilting bees: 
everyone contributes a little sonlething (a nail, a bit of stitching), and the 
product is truly communal. Classrooms full of questions, I believe, pro- 
duce barns and quilts-or, to drop the metaphor, they produce students 
who call themsel\~s recognize, create, and pursue good questions. I hope, 
in courses on environmental literatures, this may also mean that they pro- 
duce good environmelltal citizens who will help create a healthy future. 


